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Many thanks to the BTCSE for inviting me to judge!  I thoroughly enjoyed this assignment.  The 
quality and presentation of the dogs was excellent and the club’s welcome party/petting zoo at 
Lori Stafford’s farm was a beautiful experience.   

COLORED 

Winners Dog  
Godambe, Wright, and Cournoyer’s GLENTOM DISORGANIZED CRIME. (Padhen Hitman 
ex GCH CH Glentom Creme De L’Orange) Masculine red and white dog with pleasing body 
volume and maturity.  Won this spot on his superior front on expression and typical outline.   

Reserve Winners Dog 
Troy and Cooke’s BULLYHILLS REVITUP DEVILS EYE OPENER (GCH Bullyhill CW ex 
Simply Irresistible When Flirtn).  Heavy-boned brindle dog with a pleasing profile.  Smooth 
mover. Gave way to WD on front on expression and spring of rib.   

Winners Bitch, Best of Winners, Best of Variety 
Blackwell, Stafford and Poole’s ROCKY TOP'S CHASING DREAMS (GCHS CH Hawthorn 
Dragons Heart ex GCH CH Rocky Top's Sweetest Dream).  Stunning, cobby, solid brindle 
nugget, beautiful lines in profile, head unbelievably packed and filled right down to the muzzle 
with a perfect bite.  Head has to be handled to appreciate it, the solid brindle coloring is 
deceptive.  Lovely angles, held her topline and moved accordingly.  Bone appropriate for her sex 
and style.  Could wish for better details with the front on expression - a more varminty eye and 
perkier ears would really complete the picture, but no one is perfect and this is an outstanding 
bitch. 

Reserve Winners Bitch 
Kibler and Poole’s ROCKY TOP'S CHERISH YOUR DREAMS. (GCHB CH Hawthorn 
Dragons Heart ex GCH Rocky Top's Sweetest Dream).  Beautiful, almost solid black brindle 
littermate to WB, similar virtues.  Another lovely fat head with a perfect bite.  A touch more 
power and bone than WB but gave way just a hair on smoothness of profile and lay of shoulder.  

Best of Opposite Sex 
Kibler and Poole’s CH ROCKY TOP'S DREAM CHASER (GCHB CH Hawthorn Dragons 
Heart ex GCH Rocky Top's Sweetest Dream) Brindle littermate to WB and RWB.  Another 
lovely, packed up head with a smooth profile.  Unmistakably masculine dog with a pleasing front 
on expression.  Good angles,  good bone, already has nice spring of rib.  I like this young dog 
very much, he needs time to mature.  



Select Dog 
Rios and Wright’s GCH GLENTOM KING OF HEARTS AT ARAWAK. RN 36332503. 
(Zappy Zack Timar ex Glentom's Queen Of Hearts) Strapping red dog.  Enthusiastic showman 
with pleasing masculinity and a gently turned profile. 

WHITE 

Winners Dog 

Cooke and Rodamaker’s LECHMERE HIDDEN SECRETS(Super Bowl's Amadeo ex CH 
Lechmere Baby Sister) What a promising youngster!  Beautiful head and the best eye of all the 
entries on the day.  Lovely fill under the eye, excellent length of foreface.  Nice gently turned 
profile, powerful underjaw.  Excellent depth of brisket shows the promise of a big, powerful dog 
when he is done.  Lovely angles, elbows tucked up and back on the ribcage, plenty of 
prosternum.  Moved well, with a desirable happy-go-lucky air and seemed very happy to be 
here!  Look forward to watching him grow up. 

Reserve Winners Dog 

Diniz’ SOME OKIES USS ENTERPRISE. (CH Kingsfarm's Hot Classy Devil ex Some Okies 
Snow Maiden).  Powerful dog with nice bone and a pleasing profile.  Presents as mature with 
solid body volume and excellent bone.   Powerful rear, not quite matched by front angles.  A 
good dog, he gave way to WD’s extremely virtuous front on expression and fill. 

Winners Bitch and Best of Winners 

Mullen’s IROC RIDE OR VIE (GCHS CH Grabo Acie Holiday Moon ex GCH CH Glentom 
Creme Brulee).  Solid package with a lovely headpiece.  Head filled and turned with beautiful 
length of foreface.  Pretty profile, body lovely in silhouette .  Good eyes and expression, she was 
not doing herself a ton of favors with her ears but they are correctly placed when she wants to 
use them.  Angles are nice, she moved well, albeit with a rise over her back right in front of the 
loin.  She won this spot on her outstanding fill and head power, particularly from the front. 

Reserve Winners Bitch 

Young’s KC'S BEAUTIFUL MOONBEAM ASTRID DCAT CGC (Treasure Of Gods From 
Ukr Milky Way - Emersons China). Another one with a really pretty headpiece!  Head packed 
and filled all the way down with a beautiful profile.  Not a heavy-boned bitch but with pleasing 
body volume.  I would say she presented the most tidy picture from the front, with a nice, broad 



chest and little cat feet.  Gave way to WB in that she’s a bit high in the rear, which told on the 
move. 

Best of Variety 

O’Doherty and Prater-Piles’ GCH FORMULA FOR A DRAMA FREE BROTHER CGCA 
CGCU FDC TKA VSWI.  (GCH Action Devils Apprentice By Formula - GCH Actions 
Formula For A Queen).   A strapping dog with a beautiful fat head and a happy attitude.  Really 
unfortunate “Pagliacci” eye markings are deceptive - you have to handle this head as it is nicely 
filled under the eye and the eyes themselves are good.  Super bone, unmistakably masculine dog.    
Could wish for better lay of shoulder but he’s balanced and overall a well put together animal.  
He was having his day, moving out with purpose which makes all the difference. 

Best of Opposite Sex 

Cremeans and Evans’ GCH GALACTIC BITTERSWEET LEGACY AT IRUKANDJI CGC 
TKN (Mighty Crew Irukandji ex Galactic Double Star) Lovely white bitch with a pleasing 
profile and outline.   Good body volume, nice angles, moved well, presented very well.  Won this 
spot on excellent bone under the eye and front on expression. 

Select Dog 

Leonard and Cremeans’ GCHB RASELS BULL AC/DC BCAT (CH Rasels Bull Elvis - Rasels 
Bull True)  Super masculine boy with tons of bone.  Head powerful from the front with tiny, 
punishing eyes.  Could wish for more angulation fore and aft, but he is balanced.   

Select Bitch 

Maddox’s GCH QUICKSILVER STELLAR TEENAGE QUEEN (Quicksilver Wanted Man 
ex Quicksilver Moonlit Seas At Diablo). Powerful bitch with gorgeous bone and body volume. 
Pleasing profile, gave way to BOS on fill under the eye.


